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Overview

Whether we realize it or not most of us already depend on cloud computing,
IoT in our daily lives either knowingly or unknowingly to accomplish our
responsibilities, assignments, personal needs, etc.

▪ How? Through usage of ICT tools:

❖ Web-based e-mail services like Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail or Gmail.

❖ online forms or subscriptions, online streaming, online library, online
meetings or interviews, online games, online teaching & learning
(eLearning), uploading or downloading files etc.

❖ Drop Box and other file storage services allow us to maintain digital
materials such as documents, photos and recordings where they are easily
accessible on line for sharing and use.

❖ Social media as well, rely on cloud services.
❖ Bottom line is, if the software and storage you access do not exist on your

computer, it is on the service's computer cloud.

❖ All these are possible at the backend behind the scenes leveraging on
cloud computing capability and functionality



Basic Concept: Internet?
A global system of
interconnected computer
networks linking billions of
devices worldwide, using
standardized
communication protocols
to provide a variety of
information and
communication facilities.

The Internet is a global
system of interconnected
computer networks that
use the standardized
Internet protocol Suite
(TCP/IP).

It is a network of networks that
consists of millions of private and
public, academic, business, and
government networks of local to
global scope that are linked by
copper wires, fiber-optic cables,
wireless connections, and other
technologies.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_fiber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless


What is cloud computing?

Cloud computing is ICT concept
and practice that enhance
anywhere anytime access to ICT
resources, infrastructure,
solutions and services over the
Internet with minimal or no
management efforts.

Cloud computing is
the delivery of on
demand services over
the internet on pay –as-
you-go basis.

Cloud computing is a model
for allowing convenient, on
demand access from anywhere,
from a shared pool of

computing resources.



Why Cloud computing?

❑ Higher pay, less scalability

❑ Allow huge space for servers

❑ Appoint a team for hardware
and software maintenance.

❑ Poor data security.

❑ Less chance of data recovery

❑ Pay for what you use

Scale up = pay more

Scale down = pay less

❑ No server space required

❑ No experts required for
hardware and software
maintenance

❑ Better data security

❑ Disaster recovery.

On  Premise vs Cloud computing



Why Cloud computing?

❑ Lack of flexibility

❑ No Automatics updates

❑ Less collaboration

❑ Data can not be accessed
remotely.

❑ Takes longer implementation
time.

❑ High flexibility.

❑ Automatic Software updates

❑ Team can collaborates from
wide spread locations.

❑ Data can be accessed and
shared anywhere over the
internet.

❑ Rapid implementation.

On  Premise vs Cloud computing



Types of cloud computing

Cloud Computing

Service 
Model

Deployment 
model

Public 
Cloud Hybrid 

Cloud

Private 
Cloud

WWW

IaaS PaaS

SaaS



Deployment Model

Consider an example of Vehicles

Taxi

Hybrid 
Cloud

Rent a private 
taxi

Own  Car

Private 
Cloud

Owned by a 
single person

Bus

Public 
Cloud

Accessible to 
everyone



Deployment Models

The cloud
infrastructure is made
available to the
general public over
the internet and is
owned by a cloud
provider.

• Example: AWS,
Microsoft Azure,
IBM Blue Cloud,
Sun Cloud etc.

➢ The cloud
infrastructure is
exclusively operated
by a single
organisation.

➢ It can be managed
by the organisation
or a third party and
may exist on-
premise or off-
premise

Example: AWS, VM

ware etc.

It consists of the
functionalities of both
public and private
cloud.

Example: Federal
agencies opt for
private clouds when
sensitive information

is involved.

Also they use the
public cloud to share
datasets with general
public or other
government
departments.

Public Cloud Private Cloud Hybrid Cloud



Service models
Which cloud service is suitable for you?

If your company requires
a platform for building a
software products, pick
platform as a service

If your business need
virtual machine, opt for
infrastructure as a
service

If your business does not
want to maintain any IT
equipment, then choose
Software as a Service



Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

• IaaS is a cloud service that provide basic
computing Architecture and infrastructure.

• Services are available on pay- For what you use
model

• Multiple users can access them.
• Users: IT Administrators, network engineers,

security administrators, etc for optimal functionality
and performance.

• Most vendors are responsible for managing the
above resources.

• Resources Include: Data storage, Virtualization,
servers and networking.

• Iaas Providers: Amazon Web Service(AWS),
Microsoft Azure and Google compute engine,
SUSE OpenStack cloud etc



Platform as a Service (PaaS)
• PaaS provide cloud platform and run time

environments for development, testing and
managing applications.

• PaaS allows software developers to deploy
applications without requiring all the related
infrastructure.

• Users: Software Developers or application
developers.

PaaS product and Services: Microsoft Azure, Google
app engine, Cloud foundry etc.



Software as a Service (SaaS)

• In SaaS , cloud providers host and managed the
software application on pay-as-you-go pricing
model .

• All software and hardware are provided and
managed by a vendor so you do not have to
maintain anything.

• Users: end customers

• Do not need to install the software on your PC

SaaS products and services: Office 365, Google
Apps, Salesforce.com etc.



Difference between Iaas, PaaS & SaaS



5 Essential characteristics of cloud computing

• On Demand self service: you use it when you
need it.

• Broad Network Access: uses internet as a
medium

• Shared Resources: Resources are pooled
together and shared by multiple clients

• Scalability: allows elasticity of resources

• Metering:



Benefits of Cloud Computing

▪ Cost Reduction – The use of cloud computing
for organizational purposes eliminates the
usual capital expense of buying hardware,
software, and setting up and running on-site
(i.e. your own) Data Centre.

▪ Speed - The cloud computing services are
provided on demand and also are self-service,
therefore a vast amounts of computing
resources can be provisioned in minutes,
often with just a mouse clicks



Benefits of Cloud Computing

▪ Global Service Elasticity – This imply providing
the right amount of ICT resources, for instance,
more or less computing power, storage, memory,
or bandwidth in appropriate size or amount when
its needed and from the right geographic
location.

▪ 4. Improved Productivity - On-site data centre
typically require a lot of racking, cabling, and
stacking of hardware set up, software patching
and other time-consuming ICT management
tasks. Hence, use of cloud computing removes or
eliminates the need for many of these tasks, so
ICT staff can spend time on achieving more
important business goals.



Benefits of cloud computing
▪ 5. Standard Performance - Most cloud computing

services run on a global standard network of
secure data centres, which are regularly
upgraded to the latest generation of fast and
efficient computing hardware. This offers several
benefits compare to a single in-house Data
Centre, including reduced network latency for
applications and greater economies of scale.

▪ 6. Reliability - Cloud computing makes data
backup, disaster recovery and business continuity
easier and less expensive, because data can be
mirrored at multiple redundant sites on the cloud
provider’s infrastructure.



Cloud Providers

• Amazon Web Services: offers Iaas and PaaS to its customers.

• Icloud by apple: allows you to backup and store all your
multimedia and other documents online. This content is then
seamlessly integrated onto all your devices/App in case you
access it from them.

• Microsoft Azure by Microsoft: it offers Iaas, PaaS and SaaS
for its enterprise software and developers tools. e.g. Office 365
products.

• Google cloud: a universal cloud for Google vast Ecosystem
and for other products. It allows collaboration, storage of data
etc.

• IBM Smart Cloud: this cloud provides full range of Iaas,
PaaS and SaaS cloud computing services to businesses.



Popular Cloud Providers contd…

IaaS

• Amazon EC2

• Windows Azure

• Rackspace

• Google Compute Engine

PaaS

• AWS Elastic Beanstalk

• Windows Azure

• Force.com

• Google App Engine

SaaS

• Google Apps

• Microsoft Office 365



Internet of Things (IoT)



IoT Concept

▪ The Internet has remain the most
sophisticated and rapidly growing technology
man has ever invented that impacted on all
aspect of human activities.

▪ The Internet has dramatically changed how
we work, live, play, think, make decisions, etc
in a very short time; yet we have barely
scratched the surface of this technology.



Concept of Internet of Things (IoT) 

• Imagine a world where billions of objects can
sense, communicate and share information, all
interconnected over public or private Internet
Protocol (IP) networks.

• These interconnected objects have data regularly
collected, analyzed and used to initiate action,
providing a wealth of intelligence for planning,
management and decision making.

This is the world of the Internet of Things 



What is Internet of things?

IoT can be refers to as
connecting every day
things embedded with
electronics, software and
sensors to the Internet
enabling them to collect
and exchange data.

▪The Internet of Things (IoT)
can be referred to as
interconnection of everyday
physical objects, buildings,
machines, equipment, devices
of all kind, etc that are
embedded with special sensors,
software, network capability,
and or electronic components.

This enables those everyday objects 
to smartly collect, store and 

communicate data over the Internet. 



IOT: Perspective

The goal of the Internet of Things is to enable
things to be connected anytime, anyplace, with
anything and anyone ideally using any
path/network and any service.

❑ On the Move
❑ Outdoors and Indoors
❑ Nights and Daytime 

Any Time

Any Thing

❑ Human to Human(H2H)
❑ Human to Thing(H2T)
❑ Thing to Thing (T2T)

Any Place

❖ Outdoors 
❖ Indoors
❖ At the computer 



IoT contd…

Data can be accessed via the cloud and
analyzed using “big data” techniques

solve dispute

The legal importance of this
interconnection of our everyday
devices is that they served as
innovative tools for source of
rich evidence that can be
potentially available to resolve
disputes.



Applications of IOT
Potential applications of the IoT are numerous and
diverse, permeating into practically all areas of
every-day life of individuals, enterprises, and society
as a whole.

❑ IOsL (Internet of smart Living): 

❑ IOsE (Internet of smart Environment): 

❑ IOsI (Internet of smart Industry): 

❑ IOsH (Internet of smart Health): 

❑ IOsE (internet of smart Energy): 

❑ IOsC ( Internet of smart Cities): 



IOT Applications
IOsL (Internet of smart living): 
• Remote Control Appliances: Switching on and off remotely appliances to avoid

accidents and save energy,

• Weather: Displays outdoor weather conditions such as humidity, temperature,
pressure, wind speed and rain levels with ability to transmit data over long distances,

• Smart Home Appliances: Refrigerators with LCD screen telling what’s inside, food that
is about to expire, ingredients you need to buy and with all the information available on
a Smartphone app.

• Washing machines allowing you to monitor the laundry remotely, and. Kitchen ranges
with interface to a Smartphone app allowing remotely adjustable temperature control
and monitoring the oven’s self-cleaning feature,

• Safety Monitoring: cameras, and home alarm systems making people feel safe in their
daily life at home,

• Intrusion Detection Systems: Detection of window and door openings and violations to
prevent intruders,

• Energy and Water Use: Energy and water supply consumption monitoring to obtain
advice on how to save cost and resources, & many more…



Internet of things (IoT)
IOsC ( Internet of smart cities): 

• Structural Health: Monitoring of vibrations and material conditions in
buildings, bridges and historical monuments,

• Lightning: intelligent and weather adaptive lighting in street lights,

• Safety: Digital video monitoring, fire control management, public
announcement systems,

• Transportation: Smart Roads and Intelligent High-ways with warning
messages and diversions according to climate conditions and unexpected
events like accidents or traffic jams,

• Smart Parking: Real-time monitoring of parking spaces availability in the
city making residents able to identify and reserve the closest available
spaces,

• Waste Management: Detection of rubbish levels in containers to optimize
the trash collection routes. Garbage cans and recycle bins with RFID tags
allow the sanitation staff to see when garbage has been put out.



IoT Applications
IOsE (Internet of smart environment): 
• Air Pollution monitoring: Control of CO2 emissions of 

factories, pollution emitted by cars and toxic gases 
generated in farms, 

• Forest Fire Detection: Monitoring of combustion gases and 
preemptive fire conditions to define alert zones, 

• Weather monitoring: weather conditions monitoring such 
as humidity, temperature, pressure, wind speed and rain, 
Earthquake Early Detection, Water Quality: Study of water 
suitability in rivers and the sea for eligibility in drinkable 
use, 

• River Floods: Monitoring of water level variations in rivers, 
dams and reservoirs during rainy days, 

• Protecting wildlife: Tracking collars utilizing GPS/GSM 
modules to locate and track wild animals and communicate 
their coordinates via SMS. 



IoT Applications 
IOsI (Internet of smart industry): 

• Explosive and Hazardous Gases: Detection of gas levels and
leakages in industrial environments, surroundings of
chemical factories and inside mines, Monitoring of toxic gas
and oxygen levels inside chemical plants to ensure workers
and goods safety, Monitoring of water, oil and gas levels in
storage tanks etc.

• Maintenance and repair: Early predictions on equipment
malfunctions and service maintenance can be
automatically scheduled ahead of an actual part failure by
installing sensors inside equipment to monitor and send
reports.



IoT Applications
IOsH (Internet of smart health): 
• Patients Surveillance: Monitoring of conditions of patients inside

hospitals and in old people’s home,

• Medical Fridges: Control of conditions inside freezers storing
vaccines, medicines and organic elements,

• Fall Detection: Assistance for elderly or disabled people living
independent,

• Dental: Bluetooth connected toothbrush with Smartphone app
analyzes the brushing uses and gives information on the brushing
habits on the Smartphone for private information or for showing
statistics to the dentist,

• Physical Activity Monitoring: Wireless sensors placed across the
mattress sensing small motions, like breathing and heart rate and
large motions caused by tossing and turning during sleep, providing
data available through an app on the Smartphone



IoT Applications
IOsE (Internet of smart energy): 
• Smart Grid: Energy consumption monitoring and

management,

• Wind Turbines/ Power house: Monitoring and analyzing
the flow of energy from wind turbines & power house, and
two-way communication with consumers’ smart meters to
analyze consumption patterns,

• Power Supply Controllers: Controller for AC-DC power
supplies that determines required energy, and improve
energy efficiency with less energy waste for power supplies
related to computers, telecommunications, and consumer
electronics applications,



IoT Applications
IOsA (Internet of smart agriculture): 
• Green Houses: Control micro-climate conditions to maximize the

production of fruits and vegetables and its quality,
• Compost: Control of humidity and temperature levels in alfalfa, hay,

straw, etc. to prevent fungus and other microbial contaminants,
• Animal Farming/Tracking: Location and identification of animals

grazing in open pastures or location in big stables, Study of
ventilation and air quality in farms and detection of harmful gases
from excrements,

• Offspring Care: Control of growing conditions of the offspring in
animal farms to ensure its survival and health,

• Field Monitoring: Reducing spoilage and crop waste with better
monitoring, accurate ongoing data obtaining, and management of
the agriculture fields, including better control of fertilizing,
electricity and watering.

Source: International Journal of Engineering Science and Computing, May 2016 



IOT Applications



Court
▪ A court is a legal setup by government for the

purpose of administering justice, enforcing law
for public good, and settling disputes through
legal processes and means.

▪ People go to court to resolve their
disagreements while courts analyse and decide
what really happened and what should be
done about it base on facts and evidences
available to them

(Livermore, Riddell, & Rockmore, 2017)



Court Contd…

• If the way people work, live, play and
communicate is changing and evolving, this
would no doubt affect the administration of
justice as it is part of this changing world.

• It therefore becomes imperative that the
Courts ought to take advantage of the new
developments to enhance the delivery of its
own services.



Court
• The court is expected to be impartial institution for the

resolution of differences between parties that seek
redress for violation of a legal right.

• The court is responsible to decide whether a person
(suspect) committed a crime and what the punishment
should be.

• The courts provide a peaceful way to decide private
disputes that people could not resolve themselves

http://litigation.findlaw.com/legal-system/what-is-a-court.html

http://litigation.findlaw.com/legal-system/what-is-a-court.html


Court

The courts’ primary duty is justice delivery.

❑It starts from filing of cases,

❑processing of cases to archiving decisions and

ensuring their enforcement.

❑Processing of these court cases

is primarily information handling.



Correlation between Court &  ICT

❑ In the emerging information society,
knowledge and Information are treated as
the core economic variables.

❑ In The world of Information Society No
Information, No life and no society.

❑ The desire to process and disseminate the
variables in easier, more appealing,
sophisticated and convenient way has kept
the technology driving, more recognized,
universally accepted by the society .



Information Society



IoT and the Court
• It is important to note there is a direct

correlation between the input (data) and
output (wisdom).

• The more data that is created, the more
knowledge and wisdom people can obtain.

• IoT dramatically increases the amount of data
available for us to process.

• This, coupled with the Internet’s ability to
communicate this data, will enable people to
advance even further.



ICT and the Court

▪ With rich features of ICT tools like Cloud Computing, 
IoT etc, the Court have the capacity and affordances 
to assist in the administration of justice. 

▪ Appropriate use of these new technological tools and
trends can impact positively on the performance and
efficiency of organizations.

▪ Also important, for organizations that did not take
advantages of such tools, the failure to adapt to the
new trends will likely result in the loss of their
competitive edge.



IoT and the Court

▪ IoT devices have intelligence to capture and save data 
about environment, time, happenings, etc.

▪ Thus, vital evidences captured and contain on smart
household devices could soon be proving crucial to
detectives (e.g. EFCC, DSS, NIA, Police, etc) working on
corrupt or criminal cases.

▪ If the smart data is handed over, police and courts
could use connected devices (i.e. applying IoT as
innovative tool) to help solve or resolve crimes.



Highlight of some ICT tools Application in the Court



Email Facility/Legal Email
What is Legal Email:
Legal Email Project is aimed at providing Official E-mail addresses 
for all Judicial Officers, Court Staff, and all Legal Practitioners 

• The main purpose is to facilitate service of court
processes and ultimately e-filing, it enables the system to
serve processes and obtain Certificate of Service.

• Digital Communications between Courts and Lawyers:
Lawyers and Law Chambers can receive notices, case
updates, adjournments and other Court communications
instantly on their PCs or phones.

• Enabling Digital Business for Lawyers: Lawyers can use
the service to conduct business, find and communicate
with other Lawyers, and interact with the NBA.



Email Facility/Legal Email
• With Digital Communications between Courts, NJC,

FJSC & NJI, In the nearest future most
communications between the Supreme Court, other
Courts, the National Judicial Council, Federal Judicial
Service Commission and the National Judicial
Institute will be through the use of the courts.gov.ng
email.

• Builds Trusted Online Identities: The service
establishes unique online identities for Lawyers,
which will be used for other purposes in the future.

• Orders from the superior courts will reach instantly to
the lower courts ensuring immediate implementation.

• Facilitates in issuance of summons, notices, warrants,
reports, statements, etc.



Email Facility/Legal Email
PROOF OF SERVICE GENERATED

• The Sender receives Certificate of Service that the

message was delivered on the date and time.

• Copies of the original message and of the Proof of

Service are archived into the system.

• The legal mail Provides SMS notification to further

ensure the person will give attention to the

communication received.

• Archives copies of the notices served for any disputes.



Email Facility/Legal Email

A sample of proof of service generated A sample of SMS notification generated



SMS  & IVRS  Facility

• People can easily

enquire about their

cases.

• Immediate response to

the enquires 24/7/365

• Accurate information will

be available.

• Transparency to the

judicial system will be

ensured.

• There will be no need to

come to court complex

to make enquires.

SMS (Short Message Service)
 Case Status can be known through

mobile

⚫ For High Court

 <Casetype> <CaseNumber> 

<Caseyear>  to  1234x

⚫ For Margistrate Court

 <Casetype> <CaseNumber> 

<Caseyear>  to  1234y

IVR System (Interactive Voice Response)

o Case Status can be known through 

telephone IVR

o (09) 809-333-1234, (01) 908-

444-1234 …

http://images.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://pictures.directnews.co.uk/liveimages/Nokia+6216+Classic+_2081_19272519_0_0_7038098_300.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.stealthnet.co.uk/en/news?article=19272519&usg=__KvRMKkgq0izTHD2R913LTwtYNng=&h=300&w=300&sz=44&hl=en&start=396&um=1&tbnid=EKO5siDYVvTePM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=116&prev=/images?q=picture+sms+nokia&ndsp=20&hl=en&sa=N&start=380&um=1


Websites

• Courts system becomes more accessible 
• Public access to court information available online 
• Availability of cause lists,  orders, Daily proceedings, 

Judgements on internet free.
• Hearing Calender
• Online inquires can be made
• Update  of Court procedures available online
• Case information becomes available online.
• Up  to date information is  available to Litigants/lawyers .
• Fill application online
• Online help for litigants and lawyers
• Transparency in the functioning of  courts



Web services contd...

• Provide web casting which allows immediate
access to information with live footage hence
increased transparency and accountability.

• Webcasting also improves awareness by
directly reaching out to its public and educate
them about the operation of the court.

• More accurate reporting



Nigerian  Case Management System
• It is an enterprise application developed

specifically to improve service efficiency
in handling cases in court.

• The key objective of NCMS is to
increase speed and efficiency of courts
operations with the ability to:

❖Receive process, store, retrieve and
distribute large volumes of
information among the court staff for
administration of justice in Nigeria.



E-Filing 

• This is an electronic system of filling cases online.

• It is an easy- to-use system that allows lawyers to file
documents (pleadings, motions, transcripts, trial courts
records, and briefs) directly with the courts over the
internet. e.g. justice@state courts app

• It is a system that aids court to file, store, and manage
their case file in an easy- to- access, transparent way.

• The service could be charged through the internet
banking system for payment of case filing.

• Immediate service of E- Summons

• Convenience of filing from Home /office 24/7/365

• Cost of maintaining paper files eliminated

• No chances of misplacing of files

• Trials will be expedited:



Virtual Library
• A Virtual Library is a collection of resources available on one or

more computer systems, where a single interface or entry point to
the collections is provided.

• ICT is a powerful tool and medium to help judges to be more
effective through searchable access to laws and cases.

• An access to services such as Lexis-Nexis would be most valuable
for our court officials.

• The commercial internet access to Lexis has up to date,
comprehensive collections of laws from almost all jurisdictions in
the world, and features very sophisticated search capabilities.

• Other tools of searches that give access to laws and cases include:
❖ LegalPedia,
❖ Law Pavilion,
❖www.nigeria-law.org,
❖ www.nigerialawreports.com,
❖www.judgment.supremecourt.gov.ng
❖Golearn(developed by UNODC)

http://www.nigeria-law.org/
http://www.nigerialawreports.com/
http://www.judgment.supremecourt.gov.ng/


E-Courts

• Paper–less Courts
• Audio-visual presentation facility
• Video-conferencing facility
• Automatic recording of evidence

❑Records of courts can be stored on DVDs
❑ Immediate retrieval of record is possible
❑Physical barriers are broken
❑Accurate record of evidence takes place
❑Visual animations and presentations of arguments
❑ Internet aids are available for citations and research.
❑Real time monitoring of cases is possible
❑Access to courts is ensured 24/7/365



Video Conferencing:  
• This is used to connect people in different

physical locations especially for meetings and
discussion.

• Video conferencing facilities allow the court to
talk to witnesses from any location.

• It can be used to enable testifying witness
appear in the court without having to travel to
the courtroom.

• Video conferencing in the court system offers
significant cost savings and improved security
by reducing the need for high security
prisoner transport.



Touch screen Enquiry Kiosks

➢ Technology similar to Bank

ATMs

➢ Decongestion of courts

➢ Less requirement of staff in

facilitation centers.

➢ sited at different positions so

that litigants/lawyers would

get information near to their

homes.

➢ save cost and time



Voice Recognition/Detection Software. 

With a good quality and well practiced Voice Recognition software:
• A judge can dictate a judgment to the computer,

• which will directly convert such dictation into a readable language.

• This will not only minimize dependence on staff of the court but
also save time and man power.

Court Recording and Transcribing System (CRTS).
• This is a system used to record the whole process of court

proceedings before judges in the open court, so that the whole
court proceeding can be stored in audio/ video format for reference
and long term preservation.

• This application also allows for automated transcription.



Challenges and Barriers to IoT

Deployment of IPv6. 

❑The world ran out of IPv4 addresses in
February 2010.

❑New sensors will require unique IP addresses.

❑In addition, IPv6 makes the management of
networks easier due to auto configuration
capabilities and offers improved security
features.



Challenges and Barriers to IoT

• Sensor energy. For IoT to reach its full
potential, sensors will need to be self-
sustaining.

• Imagine changing batteries in billions of
devices deployed across the planet and even
into space.

• Obviously, this is not possible. What is needed
is a way for sensors to generate electricity
from environmental elements such as
vibrations, light, etc.



Challenges and Barriers to IoT

• Standards. While much progress has been
made in the area of standards, more is
needed, especially in the areas of security,
privacy, architecture, and communications.



Reliability of IoT
▪ Forensically, the continuity and reliability here 

covered issues such as 

1. how and when the evidence was gathered, 

2. where it was taken to after that, 

3. who was responsible for it when it was moved, 

4. who signed for it and so-on.

▪ These are very important because without them,
the judge cannot allow that the evidence
presented in court is the same, untampered
evidence taken from the crime scene

(Argy, & Mason, 2007; Casey, 2011) 



Threat vs. Opportunity

• If misunderstood and misconfigured, IoT poses 

risk to our data, privacy, and safety

• If understood and secured, IoT will enhance 

communications, lifestyle, and delivery of 

services



Conclusion

• IoT represents the next evolution of the
Internet. Given that humans advance and
evolve by turning data into information,
knowledge, and wisdom, IoT has the potential
to change the world as we know it today—for
the better. How quickly we get there is up to
us.



Conclusion

• With more and more appliances such as
Buildings, fridges, vehicles, biometrics,
doorbells, lighting bulbs, etc being connected
to the Internet, it is important for our police
or law enforcement agencies and courts to
take advantage of the Internet of Things as
innovative tool to acquire quality and reliable
evidences.



Conclusion
Successful applications of ICT tools in the court which embraces cloud

computing, Internet of Things (IoT), etc would be of great importance,

because the services which will be provided will :

❖ improve the efficiency of the courts,

❖ create higher quality work product, 
❖ Help conduct better research, 
❖ work more collaboratively
❖ Learn more readily, 
❖ speed up work 
❖ reduce cost, time and delay 
❖ access to legal information
❖ Accessible, affordable, transparent and accountable
❖ Serve clients more effectively, and efficiently

This will by no doubt improved the quality of justice delivery and as

well provide judicial information to all parties involved.



Conclusion

Since the appropriate use of the ICT tools
serve as a means to improve the administration
of justice, to facilitate the user’s access to the
courts and to reinforce and safeguard the pillars
of Justice system, providing enormous sources
of evidence for litigation , one could say
without mincing words that they are innovative
tools and not a dangerous fad or trend.



Thank you all for listening
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